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SUMMARY

Scratch-pad memory (SPM), a small, fast, software-managed on-chip SRAM (Static Random Access
Memory) is widely used in embedded systems. With the ever-widening performance gap between processors
and main memory, it is very important to reduce the serious off-chip memory access overheads caused by
transferring data between SPM and off-chip memory. In this paper, we propose a novel compiler-assisted
technique, ISOS (Iteration-access-pattern-based Space Overlapping SPM management), for dynamic SPM
management with DMA (Direct Memory Access). In ISOS, we combine both SPM and DMA for
performance optimization by exploiting the chance to overlap SPM space so as to further utilize the
limited SPM space and reduce the number of DMA operations. We implement our technique based on
IMPACT and conduct experiments using a set of benchmarks from DSPstone and Mediabench on the
cycle-accurate VLIW simulator of Trimaran. The experimental results show that our technique achieves
run-time performance improvement compared with the previous work. The average improvements are
13.15, 19.05, and 25.52% when the SPM sizes are 1KB, 512 bytes, and 256 bytes, respectively. Copyright
q 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ever-widening performance gap between CPU and off-chip memory requires effective tech-
niques to reduce memory accesses. To alleviate the gap, scratch-pad memory (SPM), a small, fast,
software-managed on-chip SRAM (Static Random Access Memory) is widely used in embedded
systems [1–5] with its advantages in energy and area [6–9]. A recent study [10] shows that SPM
has 34% smaller area and 40% lower power consumption than a cache of the same capacity. As
the cache typically consumes 25–50% of the total energy and area of a processor, SPM can help
to significantly reduce the energy consumption for embedded processors. Embedded software is
usually optimized for specific applications, hence we can utilize SPM to improve the performance
and predictability by avoiding cache misses. With these advantages, SPM has been widely used
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in embedded systems. However, it poses a huge challenge for the compiler to fully explore SPM
since it is completely controlled by software.

To effectively manage SPM, two kinds of compiler-managed methods have been proposed:
static methods [6, 8, 10–17] and dynamic methods [1, 18–30]. Basically, based on the static SPM
management, the content in SPM is fixed and is not changed during the running time of applications.
With the dynamic SPM management, the content of SPM is changed during the running time
based on the behavior of applications. For dynamic SPM management, it is important to select an
effective approach to transfer data between off-chip memory and SPM. This is because the latency
of off-chip memory access is about 10–100 times of that of SPM [1, 6, 18, 30], and many embedded
applications in image and video processing domains have significant data transfer requirements
in addition to their computational requirements [9, 31, 32]. To reduce off-chip memory access
overheads, the dedicated cost-efficient hardware, DMA (Direct Memory Access) [33], is used to
transfer data. The focus of this paper is on how to combine SPM and DMA in dynamic SPM
management for optimizing loops that are usually the most critical sections in some embedded
applications, such as DSP and image processing.

Our work is closely related to the work in [20, 29, 34–37]. In [20], Kandemir et al. proposed
a dynamic SPM technique for loops that can determine memory layouts and best loop access
patterns, partition the available SPM space, and restructure the code for explicit data transfer. In
[29], DMA is applied for data transfer between SPM and off-chip memory by applying graph
coloring for SPM management. In [34, 35], a two-level loop tiling technique with partitioning and
pre-fetching is proposed for optimizing loop nests. The technique focuses on overlapping memory
latency with data pre-fetching. In [36, 37], array folding was first proposed as a means to reduce
the size of temporary arrays. Basically, the technique is to linearize a temporary array in some
canonical way and fold it with a modulo operation; in such a way, the size of the array can be
reduced and a memory cell can be reused when it contains a dead value, i.e. a value no longer used.
The above work, however, does not consider optimizing DMA transfer. Because SPM is a small
on-chip memory, we cannot put all the necessary data at one time taking the power and size of
embedded systems into account. Therefore, multiple DMA transfers are needed for arrays in loops
in dynamic SPM management and the pre-fetching. Considering the overhead caused by DMA
operations, it becomes an important research issue to reduce the number of DMA operations.

In this paper, we propose a novel technique called ISOS (Iteration-access-pattern-based Space
Overlapping SPM management) for SPM management by transferring blocks of data based on
iteration access patterns. The basic idea is that the SPM space of some array elements can be
overlapped if the array elements are not used in later iterations. In this way, if there are spaces
that can be overlapped, we can reduce the number of DMA operations so as to change the ratio
between array elements allocated to the SPM and DMA operations performed. We implement our
technique based on IMPACT [38] and conduct experiments using the benchmarks from DSPstone
and Mediabench on the cycle-accurate VLIW simulator of Trimaran [39]. The experimental results
show that ISOS achieves significant run-time performance improvement compared with the previous
work [20].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the system model
and the basic concepts. Our ISOS technique is proposed in Section 3. We present the experiments
and conclusion in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. MODEL AND BASIC CONCEPTS

2.1. System model

The system model is shown in Figure 1 which has the similar architecture to [18, 20]. The system
consists of CPU, SPM, DMAC (Direct Memory Access Controller), and off-chip memory. On-chip
SPM can be accessed by CPU through on-chip bus, and DMA is used to transfer data between SPM
and off-chip memory. CPU can directly access data in off-chip memory through the system bus,
and the access time is much bigger than that between CPU and SPM. A DMAC may have more
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Figure 1. The system model.
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Figure 2. The data transfer between the SPM and off-chip memory.

than one DMA channels, and every channel can be used to transfer a block of data. The block-level
data transfer between CPU and SPM is controlled by setting DMA control registers with source
and destination accesses and data size. Thus, we can use the compiler to insert instructions to
control DMA operations for data transfer. In this paper, we assign DMA channels based on a
simple as-early-as-possible scheduling scheme, i.e. an available DMA channel will be assigned to
the earliest DMA request in the request queue.

In this paper, we focus on array allocation in SPM. Each array is divided into blocks, and
block-level data are transferred between SPM and off-chip memory through DMA. Only necessary
data blocks that are accessed by a set of iterations are put into SPM. Therefore, we can more
effectively utilize the space of SPM which is usually small.

An example is given in Figure 2. Based on iteration access patterns, we divide each array into
blocks and allocate space for each array in the SPM. At one time, for one array, only one block
of data is put into the SPM. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we will discuss how to determine the size of
data blocks and insert DMA operations for block-level data transfer.

Based on the model in [18, 20], the cost of transferring a data block between SPM and off-chip
memory is approximated by (Cdi+Cdt×n) in cycles, where Cdi is the initialization cost of DMAC
for one block, including all the latencies of arbitration and synchronization, Cdt is the cost per
byte transfer, and n is the number of bytes in a block. The total cost of transferring an array
is approximated by Nb×(Cdi+Cdt×n), where Nb is the number of blocks of an array. In our
approach, we can reduce Nb by exploiting the space overlapping among arrays in iterations. The
basic idea is that if we can allocate more space for arrays, then we can put more array elements
into one block in such a way that the total number of blocks for an array is reduced.

2.2. Space overlapping

In this section, we use an example to illustrate our basic idea for space overlapping. Suppose we
need to allocate space for four arrays, A, B, C , D, for a given loop in an application. We have six
DMA channels. Based on the iteration-level data access pattern in the loop, we find that array A
is read-only and array B is write-only. In Figure 3(a), we show the ordinary space allocation and
DMA settings for the arrays A, B, C , and D. We allocate space for all the arrays and call DMA
operations for data transfer. Since array A is read only, after one data have been used and will
not be used again, we can use that space to hold the data generated by array B. In this way, by a
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Figure 3. Two SPM management strategies: (a) the SPM space allocation without space overlapping and
(b) the SPM space allocation with space overlapping by ISOS.

complete space overlapping, we do not need to assign space for array B. In Figure 3(b), we show
the case for completely overlapping arrays A and B. With such an overlapping, we can assign
more space to other arrays so as to utilize the space of the SPM more effectively.

3. THE ISOS TECHNIQUE

In this section, we propose our ISOS technique. We first give an overview of our technique in
Figure 4 and then provide the details for each important step of ISOS from Sections 3.1 to 3.3,
respectively.

The ISOS technique mainly consists of the following three steps as shown in Figure 4:

• Step 1, array classification: Based on iteration access patterns of arrays, we first classify arrays
into four groups: write-only arrays, read-only arrays, write-advance-read arrays, and others.
The SPM spaces of read-only arrays may be utilized for space overlapping for write-only
arrays or write-advance-read arrays.

• Step 2, space overlapping exploration: In this step, we discuss how to conduct space overlap-
ping. We first identify the space overlapping between the space of a read-only array for the
prior iterations and the space of a write-only or write-advance-read array for the successive
iterations and then compute the number of iterations in a block.

• Step 3, code transformation: We propose an algorithm to generate the transformed code by
applying space overlapping. We insert instructions for DMA transfer and transform array
references to map the space overlapping.

3.1. Step 1: Array classification

In ISOS, we first classify arrays into four different groups based on memory access patterns. To
achieve this, for each array in a loop, its corresponding memory operations are collected. Then
we classify arrays into the following groups:

• read-only arrays: For an array, if all of its memory operations in the loop are load operations,
then this array is a read-only array;

• write-only arrays: For an array, if all of its memory operations in the loop are write operations,
then this array is a write-only array.

• write-advance-read arrays: For an array, if the following two conditions are satisfied for all
of its memory operations in the loop, this array is a write-advance-read array: (1) if there are
both read and write (load/store) operations for the same memory location, the first operation
must be the write operation and (2) the reference range of all the array elements related to the
read operations must not be larger than the reference range of all the array elements related
to the write operations in the loop.

• others: For an array, if it is not in any one of the above three groups, then it is in others.
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Figure 4. The overview of the ISOS technique.

for (i=2; i<242; i++)
{
      W[i]=X[i]-W[i-1]-W[i-2];
       Y[i]=W[i]+W[i-1]+W[i-2];
}

Figure 5. A loop kernel.

An example is given in Figure 5 in which a loop kernel is shown which is extracted from the IIR
biquad filter in the DSP benchmark by neglecting the constant coefficient of the array elements.
There are three arrays, W , X , and Y , in the loop. Based on the above array classification, X is a
read-only array because it has only read operations; Y is a write-only array because it has only
write operations; W is a write-advance-read array because the two conditions are satisfied, which
means that the values read by all read operations are generated by the write operations in the
current/previous iterations or outside the loop.

3.2. Step 2: Space overlapping exploration

Based on the array classification above, we can then perform space overlapping. The space allocated
for read-only arrays may be utilized for space overlapping for write-only or write-advance-read
arrays. In this section, we first propose how to select candidate arrays and discuss how to determine
the size of data block.

We first determine how to select candidate arrays from read-only arrays for possible space
overlapping. The basic idea of space overlapping is that the SPM space of some array elements
can be overlapped after the array elements are not used in later iterations. Therefore, a candidate
array must have the following features: part or all of the memory space allocated for the array
in one iteration will not be used later, and the unused spaces from consecutive iterations form a
consecutive address space. For each qualified array, we record the memory size we can reuse and
put the array with the size into a set called Reused Array Set.

To select candidate arrays from write-only or write-advance-read arrays, we need to consider
the block-level data transfer. With the block-level data transfer, we need to write a block of data
with consecutive memory addresses back to the off-chip memory from the SPM by DMA after
we finish the execution of a set of iterations for a loop. Therefore, for a candidate array selected
from write-only or write-advance-read arrays, the related data generated in iterations must be put
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in consecutive memory accesses. Based on this, for each qualified array, we record the memory
size we need and put the array with the size into a set called Overlapping Array Set.

After we obtain Reused Array Set and Overlapping Array Set, we try to find all possible array
pairs for space overlapping. In order to maximally overlap space, in ISOS, we sort the arrays in
Overlapping Array Set in descending order based on the memory sizes they need. Then based on
the order, for each array fromOverlapping Array Set, we find the best array from Reused Array Set
whose memory size we can reuse is not less than, and is the closest to the size of the array fromOver-
lapping Array Set. If we can find such a pair of arrays, we remove them from Reused Array Set
and Overlapping Array Set, respectively, and then put them into a set called Array Pair Set. The
above steps are repeated until all arrays in Overlapping Array Set have been checked.

After this step, we can calculate how many iterations we can put into one block based on
the memory required for all arrays and the SPM size. Assume that arrays in a loop are in the
form, X [ f (i)]= X [coef (X)×i+offset(X)], where X is an array, the subscripts expression f (i)
is an affine function of loop index i , and coef (X) and offset(X) are the coefficient and offset,
respectively. Taking the above overlapping space into account, we have

Sspm =
Npair∑

i=1
SABi +

Na−2∗Npair∑

j=1
SC j (1)

Here, Sspm is the total size of SPM, Na is the number of arrays in a loop, Npair is the number of
array pairs that can overlap SPM space with each other, SABi is the SPM size for arrays Ai and
Bi (with space overlapping), and SC j is the SPM space for array Cj in a block (the SPM space of
array Cj cannot be overlapped with other arrays).

Let SAi Bioverlap be the overlapped space between array Ai and array Bi. We have

SABi = SAi +SBi −SAi Bioverlap (2)

According to Equations (1) and (2), we have

Sspm =
Na∑

j=1
SC j ′ −

Npair∑

i=1
SAi Bioverlap (3)

Without overlapping space, we have

Sspm =
Na∑

j=1
SC j ′′ (4)

Considering Equations (3) and (4), we find that SC j ′ can be bigger than SC j ′′ , so that we can
allocate more elements of each array into SPM when space overlapping is applied. We assume that
all the array elements occupy the same SPM size, and memory size is expressed by the number
of array elements we can place into. Then in Equations (1) and (2), SC j and SAi Bioverlap can be
computed as

SC j = upper bound(C j)− lower bound(C j)+1+(Nit −1)×coef (C j)×k (5)

SAi Bioverlap = (Nit −1)×min(coef (Ai),coef (Bi))×k (6)

Here, upper bound(Cj) is the maximum offset of Cj, lower bound(Cj) is the minimum offset of
Cj, and k is the loop stride. Correspondingly, we can compute the number of iterations in a block,
Nit , as

Nit =
Sspm−∑Na

j=1 bound(C j ′)
∑Na

j=1 coef (C j ′)×k−∑Npair
i=1 min(coef (Ai),coef (Bi))×k

+1 (7)

Here, bound(C j ′)=upper bound(C j ′)−lower bound(C j ′)+1.
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Figure 6. The memory layouts of three cases: (a) no space overlapping; (b) space overlapping between
array X and array Y; and (c) space overlapping between array X and array W.

If space overlapping is not applied, we have the number of iterations in a block, N ′
i t , as

N ′
i t =

Sspm−∑Na
j=1 bound(C j ′′)

∑Na
j=1 coef (C j ′′)×k

+1. (8)

Equations (7) and (8) can be used to determine how to compute the number of iterations in a
block, which means how many iterations we can group together by transferring data together by
DMA.

In Figure 6, we give an example for the space overlapping of the loop shown in Figure 5. Here,
we assume that the size of the SPM is 62, which means that the SPM can contain at most 62 array
elements. Figure 6(a) shows the case without space overlapping among arrays W , X , and Y . In
this case, each array needs the SPM space. Therefore, we allocate 22 elements to array W , and
20 elements to X and Y , respectively, and accordingly the block size is 20 iterations.

Figure 6(b) shows the case that the unused space of array X is utilized for space overlapping for
the space of array Y . In Figure 6(b), we do not allocate the space for Y initially because we can
utilize the unused space of array X during the execution. Therefore, we can allocate more space
(31 elements) to each of arrays X and W , and accordingly put more iterations into one block. In
this way, we can reduce the number of DMA operations to improve the performance. During the
execution, in each iteration, we can put the element of array Y generated in each iteration into the
unused space allocated for X . Similarly, we can implement space overlapping between arrays X
and W as shown in Figure 6(c).

3.3. Step 3: Code transformation

Based on the space overlapping exploration in Section 3.2, we can perform the code transformation
to implement space overlapping. The algorithm is shown in Figure 7.

Based on the number of iterations for one block and Array Pair Set, the code transforma-
tion consists of the following steps: (1) change array references based on each array pair in
Array Pair Set; (2) transfer the loop into the two-level loop; and (3) insert DMA operations for
data transfer between SPM and off-chip memory. As mentioned in Section 3.2, when we apply
space overlapping, we pick up the candidate arrays from read-only arrays and write-only/write-
advance-read arrays and put them into Array Pair Set.

For an array pair in Array Pair Set, the SPM space of the read-only array is not less than the
space needed by the write-only/write-advance-read array based on our selection criteria; therefore,
in our code transfer, we first replace the write-only/write-advance-read array by their corresponding
read-only array for each array pair in Array Pair Set. In this way, we can utilize the space of
read-only arrays. Correspondingly, we need to transfer initial values between two arrays in an
array pair. Next, we allocate SPM space for each array in the loop. If an array can utilize the space
of an other array, it will be replaced in the first step. Therefore, we do not need to allocate space
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Input: Array_Pair_Set, the original code for a loop, and the iteration number N in one block.

Output: The transformed code.

Algorithm:

1. for each array pair <Ai, Bi> in Array_Pair_Set

2. do Change Bi to Ai in the loop;

3. Add the prologue for initial value assignment;

4. for each array Ai in the loop

5. do The minimum off-chip memory address of array element of array Ai is mapped to the initial SPM 

address to store array Ai;

6. for each N iterations

7. do Insert the DMA instructions to transfer a block of data;

8. Transfer the given loop into a two-level loop by executing N iteration in the inner loop;

9. Insert the DMA instructions to store data back to off-chip memory; 

Figure 7. The code transformation algorithm.

  Ws[0] = 1; Ws[1] = 2;
  for( ie = 2; ie < 242; ie = ie+20)
  {
    ie’ = ie mod 20 ;
    DMA( AD_X[ie], AS_Xs[ie’ -2], 20) ;
    DMA ready
    for ( ib = 2 ; ib < 22 ; ib ++)
    {
      Ws[ib] = Xs[ib-2]-Ws[ib-1]-Ws[ib-2];
       Ys[ib-2] = Ws[ib]+Ws[ib-1]+Ws[ib-2];
     }
    DMA(AS_Ws[ie’ ], AD_W[ie], 20);
    DMA(AS_Ys[ie’ -2], AD_Y[ie], 20);
    DAM ready
    Ws[0] = Ws[ib-1]; Ws[1] = Ws[ib];
  }

  Ws[0] = 1; Ws[1] = 2;
  for( ie = 2; ie < 242; ie = ie+30)
  {
    ie’ = ie mod 30 ;
    DMA( AD_X[ie], AS_Xs[ie’ -2], 30) ;
    DMA ready
    for ( ib = 2 ; ib < 32 ; ib ++)
    {
      Ws[ib] = Xs[ib-2]-Ws[ib-1]-Ws[ib-2];
       Xs[ib-3] = Ws[ib]+Ws[ib-1]+Ws[ib-2];
     }
    DMA(AS_Ws[ie’ ], AD_W[ie], 30);
    DMA(AS_Xs[ie’ -3], AD_Y[ie], 30);
    DAM ready
    Ws[0] = Ws[ib-1]; Ws[1] = Ws[ib];
  }

  X[-3] = W[0] = 1; X[-2] = W[1] = 2;
  for( ie = 2; ie < 242; ie = ie+30)
  {
    ie’ = ie mod 30 ;
    DMA( AD_X[ie], AS_Xs[ie’ -2], 30) ;
    DMA ready
    for ( ib = 2 ; ib < 32 ; ib ++)
    {
      Xs[ib-3] = Xs[ib-2]-Xs[ib-4]-Xs[ib-5];
       Ys[ib-2] = Xs[ib-3]+Xs[ib-4]+Xs[ib-5];
     }
    DMA(AS_Xs[ie’ -3], AD_W[ie], 30);
    DMA(AS_Ys[ie’ -2], AD_Y[ie], 30);
    DAM ready
    Ws[0] = Ws[ib-1]; Ws[1] = Ws[ib];
  }

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. The code transformation for the loop shown in Figure 5: (a) the code without space
overlapping; (b) the code with space overlapping between arrays X and Y; and (c) the code with

space overlapping between arrays X and W.

for it. Then we transform the loop into two levels by grouping N iterations into an inner loop,
where N is the number of iterations we can put into one block and is obtained by Equation (7).
Finally, we insert DMA operations for implementing block-level data transfer. When inserting
DMA operations, for arrays with space overlapping, we need to transfer the data back to original
arrays. An example is given in Figure 8 to show the code transformation for the loop shown in
Figure 5.

3.4. Discussion

In this paper, we focus on optimizing arrays with the properties as described in Section 3.1. All the
loops in the benchmarks we tested shown in Section 4 have such properties. To deal with general
arrays, the dynamic SPM technique with data pipelining proposed in [40] can be applied. In this
technique, memory accesses of multiple iterations are grouped and put into different portions of
the SPM in order to improve data locality of regular array accesses. When the CPU executes
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instructions and accesses data from one portion of the SPM, DMA operations can be performed
to transfer data between the off-chip memory and another portion of SPM simultaneously.

In our technique, when two arrays are selected for space overlapping, they must be in distinct
memory areas. The pointer aliasing problem may appear when arrays are inputted as the parameters
of function calls, i.e. the arrays may exist in the same space due to runtime conditions. In this case,
our technique can only be applied when we can guarantee that the arrays are in distinct memory
areas—for example, in C programs, their pointers are labeled with the C99 keyword ‘restrict’.

In this work, we focus on optimizing loop kernels as they are the most time and power consuming
parts of the whole applications. For references to arrays outside loops, we can combine our
technique with static SPM techniques in the previous work [6, 8, 10–17] by partitioning the SPM
into two sections—one for the references to arrays outside loops using static SPM allocation
techniques and the other for the references inside loops using our dynamic allocation technique.
How to effectively combine the two techniques will be studied in the future work.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Experimental setup

We implement our approach based on the IMPACT compiler [38] and conducted experiments on
the cycle-accurate VLIW simulator of Trimaran [39]. The experimental configuration for Trimaran
simulator is shown in Table I.

In our experiments, we extract 12 loop kernels from Mediabench and DSPstone benchmarks,
and the loop kernels are shown in Table II. In Table II, the required memory size for each loop
kernel is given in Column ‘Data Size’. In our technique, each array is assigned to a DMA channel.
To test the run-time performance, we use the following DMA parameters, Cdi=100 and Cdt=1,
that have been used in [29]. Cdi is the number of cycles for CPU initializing a DMA block transfer,
and Cdt is the number of cycles for DMA transfer a byte between off-chip memory and SPM.

The benchmark characteristics are shown in Table III. For each benchmark the number of arrays
and the array classification are shown in the second and third columns, respectively. The SPM
allocation results for the two schemes, the technique in [20], and our proposed ISOS technique, are
shown in the last column. For the sake of convenience, we name the technique in [20] as DSML
(Dynamic Scratch-pad-memory Management for Loops).

The data in Table III show that ISOS can effectively achieve space overlapping, compared with
DSML. For example, for benchmark mmpen, DSML allocates the SPM space for 4 arrays, while
our ISOS technique allocates the space for 3 arrays. The reason is that space overlapping can be
achieved by writing the data of the write-only array into the SPM space used by the read-only
arrays. In the experiments, the block size is determined by the given SPM size and the number of

Table I. The configuration for the Trimaran simulator.

Parameters Configuration

Function units 2 integer ALU,
2 floating point ALU,
2 load-store units,
1 branch unit

Instruction latency 1 cycle for integer ALU,
1 cycle for floating point ALU,
2 cycles for load in SPM,
1 cycle for store,
1 cycle for branch

Register file 64 integer registers,
64 floating point registers
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Table II. The loop kernels from MediaBench and DSPstone.

Source Application Abbreviation Data size Descriptions

Mediabench
mpeg2 enctransfrm mmpen 10.6KB Forward/inverse transformation
mpeg2 decrecon mmpde 7.8KB Compute the linear address based on

cartesian/raster coordinates provided
mesa drawpix mmedr 15.6KB Compute shift value to scale 32-bit

units down to depth values
gsm lpc mgslp 128KB Fast Autocorrelation
epic collapse ortho pyr mepco 31.8KB A QMF-style pyramid using an

arbitrary filter
rasta fft mraff 224KB Calling routine for complex fft of a

real sequence
rasta lpccep mfalp 5.9KB Computes autoregressive cepstrum

from the auditory spectrum
rasta post audspec mrapo 19.6KB Apply equal-loudness curve

DSPstone
fix point n real updates dfinr 18.8KB N complex updates—filter

benchmarking
fix point fft bit reduct dfiff 63.9KB Benchmarking of an integer stage

scaling FFT
fix point lms dfilm 19.8KB Lms—filter benchmarking
fix point biquad section dfibi 26.5KB Benchmarking of an one iir biquad

Table III. The benchmark characteristics.

Abbreviation Number of arrays Array classification SPM space allocation

mmpen 4 1 write-only 3 read-only DSML:4 array space ISOS:3
array space

mmpde 2 1 write-only 1 read-only DSML:2 array space ISOS:1
array space

mmedr 2 1 write-only 1 read-only DSML:2 array space ISOS:1
array space

mgslp 4 2 write-only 2 read-only DSML:4 array space ISOS:2
array space

mepco 3 2 write-only 1 read-only DSML:3 array space ISOS:2
array space

mraff 2 1 write-only 1 read-only DSML:2 array space ISOS:1
array space

mfalp 2 1 write-only 1 read-only DSML:2 array space ISOS:1
array space

mrapo 3 1 write-only 2 read-only DSML:3 array space ISOS:2
array space

dfinr 4 1 write-only 3 read-only DSML:4 array space ISOS:3
array space

dfiff 2 1 write-only 1 read-only DSML:2 array space ISOS:1
array space

dfilm 4 2 write-advance-read 2
read-only

DSML:4 array space ISOS:2
array space

dfibi 3 1 write-only 1 read-only 1
write-advance-read

DSML:3 array space ISOS: 2
array space

arrays for each benchmark. The number of blocks for processing each loop is shown in Tables IV
and V.

4.2. Results and discussion

We compare our ISOS technique with DSML. In all experiments, the time performance is normal-
ized based on that of DSML.
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Table IV. The number of blocks for processing each loop (the SPM size is fixed).

DSML ISOS DSML ISOS DSML ISOS

Abbreviation SPM: 256B SPM: 512B SPM: 1KB

mmpen 42 32 21 16 11 8
mmpde 31 16 16 8 8 4
mmedr 62 31 31 16 16 8
mgslp 512 256 256 128 128 64
mepco 127 85 64 42 32 21
mraff 896 597 448 299 224 149
mfalp 24 12 12 6 6 3
mrapo 78 52 39 26 20 13
dfinr 75 56 38 28 19 14
dfiff 256 170 128 85 64 43
dfilm 79 40 40 20 20 10
dfibi 106 71 53 35 27 18

Table V. The number of blocks for processing each loop (the SPM size is the percentage of the data size).

DSML ISOS DSML ISOS DSML ISOS

Abbreviation SPM: 1% of data size SPM: 2% of data size SPM: 3% of data size

mmpen 100 75 50 38 34 25
mmpde 100 50 50 25 34 17
mmedr 100 50 50 25 34 17
mgslp 100 50 50 25 34 17
mepco 100 67 50 33 34 22
mraff 100 67 50 33 34 22
mfalp 100 50 50 25 34 17
mrapo 100 67 50 33 34 22
dfinr 100 75 50 38 34 25
dfiff 100 67 50 33 34 22
dfilm 100 50 50 25 34 17
dfibi 100 67 50 33 34 22

From the loop partitioning point of view, DSML is a special loop tiling technique to determine
the optimal tile size with the SPM space allocation and corresponding data transfer. Similar to
DSML, our ISOS technique is a loop tiling technique as well, and it can determine the tile size
with the SPM allocation considering space overlapping. Different from DSML, the tile generation
approach in ISOS is relatively simple by directly grouping consecutive iterations in innermost
loops based on space overlapping. Therefore, by comparing DSML (a technique with a relatively
complicated tile-generation optimization scheme but without space overlapping) with ISOS (a
technique with a relatively simple tile-generation approach and space overlapping), we can see the
impact of the space overlapping exploration.

We have carried out comprehensive experiments by showing the performance of our algorithm
under different situations. First, we consider the case with the fixed SPM size, which is used to
demonstrate the various run-time performances reached by applications with different sizes on a
given SPM size. Second, we consider the case of taking the SPM size as the percentage of data
size, which can be used to show the performance of the algorithms independent from data sizes
of applications.

The experimental results with fixed SPM sizes are shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 shows the
experimental results for different benchmarks when the SPM size varies from 128 bytes to 20KB,
respectively. From the figure we can see that ISOS can achieve better time performance compared
with DSML with various SPM sizes in all loop kernels. The average improvements are 13.15,
19.05, and 25.52% when the SPM sizes are 1KB, 512 bytes, and 256 bytes, respectively.
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Figure 9. The time performance comparisons of ISOS and DSML with different
SPM sizes (normalized to DSML).

We then conduct experiments by setting the SPM size as the percentage of the memory space
each loop kernel needs (shown in Column ‘Data Size’ in Table II). As the memory spaces needed are
different for different loop kernels, we want to compare the performances for different benchmarks
with the same SPM/memory percentage. Figure 10 shows the results when the percentage of
SPM/Data Size varies from 0.5 to 60%, respectively. We can see that the improvement is decreasing
as the ratio varies from 0.5 to 60%. The reason is that the gap between ISOS and DSML becomes
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Figure 10. The time performance comparisons of ISOS and DSML with different
percentages of SPM/Data Size (normalized to DSML).

smaller. From Figures 9 and 10, we can see that our ISOS can achieve better results compared
with DSML in all cases.

As shown in Figures 9 and 10, the run-time performance of ISOS increases with the increase
of the SPM size. We find that some applications such as ‘mraff ’ do not show the significant
run-time performance improvement with the increase of the SPM sizes. Figure 11 shows the
detailed performance comparisons among the four applications, ‘mmpen’, ‘mgslp’, ‘mraff ’, and
‘dfilm’, when the SPM sizes vary from 128 bytes to 40KB. Here, for each benchmark, the run-time
performance of ISOS is normalized to that achieved when the SPM size is 128 Byte. We can see
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Figure 11. The normalized run-time performance on varying applications when the SPM
sizes change from 128 bytes to 40KB.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. The normalized run-time performance: (a) various parameters for DMA transfer and
(b) various parameters for DMA initialization.

that the factor of the SPM size has different influences with different applications. For example, it
gives little influence on ‘mraff ’ but big influence on ‘mmpen’. This is because the ISOS strategy
reduces the cost of data transfer with the increase of the SPM sizes; if data transfer costs dominate
within an application, the run-time performance increases significantly.

Figure 12(a) shows the normalized run-time performance of all the applications when we keep
the same Cdi but apply different Cdt. Most of the applications achieve less speedup when the cost
of Cdt increases. For example, the improvements of ‘mralp’ are 25.72%, 21.53%, 14.47%, when
Cdt is equal to 1, 2, 5, respectively. This is because the costs of data transfer increase when Cdt is
changed from 1, to 2 and 5, while the gain from space overlapping is fixed. On the other hand, when
Cdt increases, the effect of eliminating redundancy is remarkable. Thus for some applications, it
may improve the performance. For example, in ‘dfilm’ and ‘dfibi’, we can see that the more Cdt
is set, the more speedup we can achieve. For application ‘dlibi’, it achieves the improvements of
21.16, 27.22, and 36.03% when Cdt is equal to 1, 2 and 5, respectively. Figure 12(b) shows the
impact on Cdi, the cost of DMA initialization for one channel. We can find that the bigger Cdi is
set, the more speedup we can obtain. The speedup is proportional to the cost of DMA initialization,
since the space overlapping can decrease the number of blocks by grouping more iterations into
one block.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a compiler-assisted iteration-access-pattern-based space overlapping
technique for dynamic SPM management (ISOS) with DMA. In ISOS, we exploited the chance
to overlap SPM space so as to further utilize the limited SPM space and reduce the number of
DMA operations. We implemented our technique based on IMPACT and conducted experiments
using a set of benchmarks from DSPstone and Mediabench on the cycle-accurate VLIW simu-
lator of Trimaran. The experimental results show that our technique achieves significant run-time
performance improvement compared with the previous work.
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